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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to make an analysis
and cri'tlcism of the apprentice training program of the
Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana, with the con-
sidered possibility of using this study as a guide for
establishing apprentice training in other Naval industrial
'activities. The criteria upon which this analysis was
based included the programs and standards of organizations
recognized as outstanding in the apprentice training field,
current publications on the subject of apprentice training,
and conferences with people active in the field of appren-
tice training.
The majority of the material upon which the investiga-
tion is based was obtained at the Naval Ordnance Plant,
Study of the training files, conferences with the Training
Director, Supervisor of Apprentices, members of the Appren-
tice Training Committee, and observation of apprentice in-
struction in the classroom and in the shop resulted in a
thorough coverage of the training program operations. The
information gathered and the procedures observed were then
compared with the criteria of generally accepted practices
in apprentice training.
The results of this study are considered worthwhile.
In terms of the criteria used, the Naval Ordnance Plant,
Indianapolis, Indiana has a well planned and smoothly
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operated profrram. For industrial activities of similar
size, the practices of this plant might readily be applied
in settinp; up a similar program. Considering the needs of
the Naval Ordnance Plant, it can be concluded that the
present proecran is very satisfactory and only minor adjust-
ments in the program are deemed desirable.

AN APPRAISAL OF THE APPRENTICE TRAINING PROGRAM
IN A NAVAL INDUSTRIAL PLANT
INTRODUCTION
Apprenticeship in America can be traced to colonial
days and in the United States Navy from the earliest days
of American independence. In the 1790* s there were naval
apprentices in the Washington, Philadelphia, and New York
shioyards.
Aporenticeship, as a method of training skilled crafts-
men, never reached the degree of importance in America that
it enjoyed in Europe. Indeed, with the inception of the
machine era apprenticeship began a general decline as shown
by Census statistics for the period 1^60 ~to 1940.




















This general decline in the training of craftsmen was
due primarily to the large scale immigration of skilled
Alfred Kahler and Ernest Hamburger, Education for an
Indu strial Age (Ithaca and New York: Cornell University
Press, 1943T7~p. ?0.

European workers. In addition, during the depression days
of the 1930' s there ivas an excess of skilled labor obviat-
ing^ the need for training. With the coming of World War II
American industry found itself in the position of being
forced to expand its production capacity with an inadequate
labor supply and an inadequate system for. acquiring skilled
labor.
In 1937 the Fitzgerald Act was passed which estab-
lished the Bureau of Apprenticeship, U. S. Department of
Labor. It was established for the purpose of encouraging
and assisting industry in setting up systems for the train-
ing of apprentices.
With the lessor of World War II, the increased demands
of post-war production, and the encouragement of the Federal
government, apprenticeship training is today receiving a
renewed emphasis in American industry. As of June 30, 1952,
there were 15^,3^7 apprentices registered with the Bureau
of Aporenticeship. "Registration is voluntary. Some em-
ployers, especially in the metal trades, have not formally
repristered their apprentices. Therefore, detailed informa-
tion is not available concerning the number of unregistered
apprentices in all trades. However, it is estimated that
the number of unregistered apprentices in the United States
is approximately one-fifth the number of registered appren-
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tices." Assuming that this estimate is correct, there are
2
Technical Bulletin No. T-134, Registered Apprentices
in the United States . Detailed Occupational Distribution .

approximately 190,000 apprentices in America today.
The U. S. Navy, one of the largest employers of civil-
ian labor in the world, has always been active in the field
of apprentice training in its Naval shipyards. In recent
years, however, the Navv has acquired a number of new pro-
duction facilities to provide the specialized technical
equipment demanded by modern warfare. As a result, the
problem of training skilled craftsmen in these new plants
has arisen. It is the object of this study to show how one
Naval industrial plant approached the problem.
The apprentice traininf^ program of the Naval Ordnance
Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana was initiated in 1946, Since
that time it has continually progressed and is now acknow-
ledged as being one of the most advanced and smoothly oper-
atinp: programs in the state of Indiana.
This study was originally undertaken with the intent
of evaluatinr the selection and instructional procedures of
the nrogram, but the inconsistencies and lack of records of
the first apprentice classes prevented completion of this
goal. However, it was felt that a description and evalua-
tion of this apprentice training program development would
be of value to other activities, both Naval and civilian,
interested in developing an apprentice training program.
June 195? (Washington, D, C: United States Department of
Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship, September 1952), p. 2,

Conseouently, the present objective of this study is to
(1) describe the phases of the program, (2) describe the
evolution of the unique procedures, and (3) compare train-
ing methods of the plant with generally accepted practices
in industry.

DEFINITION OF APPRENTICE TRAINING
The term "apDrentice training" is one that has been
commonly used throufrh the years but seldom very carefully
defined. As a result, there has been considerable varia-
tion in its concepts. Until the advent of the machine era,
apprenticeship was considered as "a process of learning by
doing, under which a minor was taught the art of a trade by
one who was at the moment engaged in it; the minor paying
either in whole or in part for this instruction by the work
done on objects destined for the master's consumption or
sale."-^ Althouc'h parts of this definition still apply, the
age of apprentices and the training conditions have under-
gone extensive chanfre.
For those proprams that are registered with the Bureau
of Apprenticeship, the following general definition of ap-
prentice is now accepted: "The term 'apprentice' means a
worker who learns, according to a written agreement, a recog-
nized skilled trade requiring two or more years of work ex-
perience on the job through employment, supplemented by ap-
propriate related trade instruction."^
3 Paul H. Douglas, American Apprenticeship and Indus-
trial Education (New York: Columbia University Press,
1921), p. 11.
"United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Appren-
ticeship, 1952" The National Apprenticeship Program (V;ash-
inp-ton, D, C: United States Government Printing Office
195?), p. ?.

For the purposes of this report, the definition of
apprentice traininf^ used by the United States Navy will be
^accepted which is as follows: Apprentice training is
"training designed to give thorough instruction to a learner
in the principles and practices of a particular trade or
craft as well as in academic and related subjects, ""*
^Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions. Instruction 230
(Washington, D. C. : Navy department, C^fice of Industrial
Relations, 90 March 1952), p. 1.

THE NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Description and Brief History
The Indianapolis Naval Ordnance Plant, commonly re-
ferred to as "NOPI", is located in the northeast suburbs of
Indianapolis, Indiana, at the corner of Arlington Avenue
and Twenty-first street. The main plant structure consists
of a three story administrative building, a single level-
manufacturing building, a cafeteria, and a garage and main-
tenance paint shop. Other buildings located on the station,
but not attached to the main plant, are a powerhouse, an
experimental laboratory, and a number of small utility
buildings. Figure 1 shows an aerial view of the NOPI
buildinpis and grounds.
Construction plans for NOPI were originally drawn in
1936, but World War II began before the Nary Department
could complete construction. Consequently, the plant con-
struction and operation was turned over to the Carl L, Nor-
den Corporation, a Navy contractor for the production of
the Norden Bombsight, Known as the Lukas-Harold Corpora-
^tion, the plant operated under civilian management until
1945, at which time it reverted to complete naval operation
and was converted to accomplish the mission originally in-
tended — a shore establishment for research in and engin-
eerin? development of aviation ordnance fire control equip-






























modernization of fire control instruments, including
radar equipments and accessories.
Organization
NOPI is operated by and for the Bureau of Ordnance,
United States Navy. In order to exercise the closest
possible liason and control over the plant operations,
a' professional Naval officer acts as plant manager. This
position is rotated among qualified naval officers at
approximate two year intervals. However, in order to give
the organization a degree of permanence, the remainder of
departmental and supervisory positions are for the most
part held by civilian personnel.
Figure 2 shows an organization chart of the plant with
the position of those departments emphasized that are di-
rectly concerned with apprentice training.
The engineering department of NOPI, due to its func-
tion of product development, is quite large and employs a
number of s^all "model shops" which utilize the services
of skilled craftsmen.
The industrial department is charged with the respon-
sibility o^ manufacturing the output of the plant, and in
this capacity employs approximately one-half of the three
thousand employees of NOPI. The production division of
this department is divided into four branches; salvage,






























































































































the skilled craftsmen of the plant are in the production
division.
The industrial relations department is organized along
conventional lines. One exception to thi^ is the position
of recorder, U. S. Civil Service Commission. Since all em-
ployees are under Civil Service, this division processes
the applications and examinations of all new employees.
The training division is responsible for the organiza-
tion and supervision of on-the-job training, supervisor
trsininp, apprentice training, and other training programs
deemed necessary by management.
The public works department is responsible for the
maintenance of the plant. The service shops division is
responsible for machine repair, electrical instrument re-
pair, plant nlumbinp-, and general maintenance. The utili-
ties division maintains the electrical sub-station, the
powerhouse, and the air conditioning system. The transpor-
tation division maintains all motor vehicles. The building
and f^rounds division is, as the title implies, responsible
for maintenance of the buildings and grounds.
Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions
The Office of Industrial Relations is a subdivision
of the Executive Office of the Secretary of the Navy, Its
primary function is to advise the Secretary of the Navy on
all matters pertaining to the administration of the civilian
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emoloyees of the Navy, to prepare and recommend to the
Secretary appropriate policies and procedures governing
civilian employees, and interpret for civilian employees
the policies of the Navy that directly affect them.
The principal method by which the Office of Industrial
Relations promulgates the policies of the Secretary of the
Navy is by issuing: and keeping current a complete set of
instructions for the administration of civilian employees.
These instructions comprise fifty printed, loose-leaf chap-
ters which are numbered and titled by the subject matter
covered and are known collectively as the "Navy Civilian
Personnel Instructions (NCPl), These instructions are
based on and limited by applicable statutes, court rulings,
and the rules and regulations of the U. S. Civil Service
Commission and are designed to accomplish two things:
"(1) adapt basic laws, regulations, etc. applicable to all
government agencies, to the specific needs of the Navy: and,
(2) provide operating officials with one place to look for
guidance in all civilian personnel matters,"
Instruction 230, Section 10, of Navy Civilian Personnel
Instructions outlines the Navy^s policies and regulations
for apprentice training. These regulations are broad in
scope, primarily setting forth minimum standards to be
Office of the Comptroller of the Navy, Department of
the Navy, The Naval Establishment , Its Growth and Nece ssity
for Expansion
,
(Washington, July 1951), p. 76.
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followed, and allowing a wide latitude of program develop-
ment to the local training supervisor. Therefore, it may
be seen that the NOPI training program was developed under
much the same conditions as would apply in a private indus-
trial enterprise — very little regulation with full re-
sponsibility for the program development in the hands of
the training department.
The United States Civil Service Commission
The Pendleton Act of 1^53 established the United
States Civil Service Commission for the purpose of select-
ing federal employees by open, competitive examination. In
later legislation the duties of the Civil Service Commis-
sion were expanded to include promotion and retirement
supervision of federal employees.
To take care of the workload, the commission has di-
vided the United States into districts. Within the dis-
tricts, organizations which have a large volume of hiring
are sometime allowed to establish a local Board of Examiners.
This local board working under the direction of the Civil
Service Commission District Office gives examinations,
scores the results, and establishes registers from which
applicants are hired,
NOPI has been permitted to establish such a local Board
of Examiners. The Assistant Industrial Relations Officer
is Recorder of the Board and in this position is in charge

i^
of examination of apprentice applicants.
The Apprentice Training Program
Need and Establishment of Program . Wien the Navy as-
sumed operation of NOPI during 1945, it was with the an-
nounced purpose of establishing a permanent center for the
development of aircraft fire control systems. Accordingly,
the mana^rement of NOPI took a long range attitude in respect
to its future operations. In analyzing the labor needs of
the plant, it was found that the Indianapolis area labor
market could not be relied upon to furnish craftsmen with
the precision skills necessary for the production of the
intricate mechanisms found in fire control equipment.
Therefore, it was decided to establish an apprentice train-
ing program for the purpose of developing highly skilled
artisans, future key employees, and supervisors.
An apprentice committee was formed and was charged
with the resDonsibility of formulating an adequate appren-
tice program. The training supervisor, as coordinator of
the committee, contacted the state representative of the
Bureau of Apprenticeship, Department of Labor, and it was
in cooperation with this agency that the original standards
we^e established.
In August 1946 the training program was evolved by the
committee, approved by the Office of Industrial Relations,
and in December 1946 the first apprentice group of twenty
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men was started in the following trades: machinist,
toolmaker, electrician, draftsman, and air conditioning
mechanic.
Apprenticeable Trades . Since the inception of the
apnrentice training program at NOPI, the program has been
gradually revised and expanded. Today, there are ten
trades apprenticeable. They are:










There have been six apprentice classes at this writing
with one hundred and two apprenticeis distributed as shown
in Figure 3. From this chart it may be seen that trades
greatest in demand at NOPI are: electronic mechanic, fire
control mechanic, machinist, and toolmaker.
The Apprentice Board of Review . The Apprentice Board
of Review was originally established as the Apprentice
Training Committee and was given the responsibility of for-
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feelinp" of management that this committee should repre-
sent all departments having contact with the apprentice.
Therefore, the following people were appointed to the com-
mittee:
1. The Executive Officer
(representing top management).
2. The Tool Division Head.
3. Assembly Division Head.
4. Maintenance Division Head.
5. Machining Division Head,
6. Engineering Department Head.
7. The Training Supervisor.
The duties of the Board of Review were outlined as
follows:
It shall be the responsibility of the Board of Review:
a. To cooperate with the Supervisor of Apprentices
in passing on the qualifications of applicants
for apprenticeship.
b. To approve applicants as apprentices.
c. To cooperate with the Supervisor of Apprentices
in carrying out his duties.
d. To review and make recommendations relative
to any determination of credit in connection
with an apprentice's basic experience.
e. To consult and advise with any apprentice or
the Supervisor relative to the individual prob-
lems of apprentices properly referred to them.
f. To certify the satisfactory completion of ap-
prenticeship and recommend the issue of Certifi-
cates of Completion of Apprenticeship by the •
Registration Agency.
g. To perform such other functions as may be nee-
essary in regard to the apprenticeship program.'







The training officer acts as recorder of the committee,
Monthly and special called meetings are held to perform the
described functions and to make revisions and improvements
in the program.
The Supervisor of Apprentices . The Supervisor of Ap-
prentices is the person directly in charge of operation of
the Apprentice Training Program, His functions have been
outlined as follows:
The duties of the Supervisor of Apprentices shall be:
a. To interview applicants and receive applicants
for apprenticeship.
b. To present to the Board of Review apprentice
applications selected on the basis of the abil-
ity and qualifications of the applicants, and,
unon Board of Review approval, to place such
applicants on the payroll as apprentices.
c. To assure apprentices of a variety of experience
as outlined in the schedule of work processes,
and to make sure that they are properly instruct-
ed in their trade,
d. To maintain adequate records of all apprentices,
indicating their progress and listing the dis-
tribution of their time in various kinds of
work.
e. To review the record of the apprentice's related
technical work and to inform the Board of Review
periodically of the progress of each apprentice.
f. In cooperation with the Board of Review, to con-
duct periodic examinations.^
Probably his most important function is the direct
supervision of apprentices. It is the Supervisors custom
to make a daily tour of the plant observing the work pro-
cesses being performed by the apprentices. By this daily






receiving adequate shop training, by judiciously placing
the apprentice in those departments that are performing
processes outlined by the syllabus.
To aid him in distributing the employees about the
plant and keenin;^ a picture of the work processes they
are performing, the supervisor of apprentices maintains
two wallt)oard charts which are shown in Figures U and 5.
Figure 4 shows the Master Progress Chart which is a
plsn view of the plant. Each department involved in ap-
prentice training- is color coded on the plan. Each ap-
prentice trade is also color coded and each apprentice
has a tag bearing his name. As the apprentices are dis-
tributed among the departments, their tag is pinned in the
appropriate space, thus showing at a quick glance the lo-
cation and work processes being performed by the apprentices.
Figure 5 shows a master record of each apprentice
class. Along the ordinate are listed the names of the ap-
prentices and along the abscissa are listed the required
work processes for the trade. As an apprentice completer
a process, the number of hours and date of completion are
entered. This board gives a ready picture of the individuals
progress and the work processes which he has as yet to com-
plete.
Apprenticeship Standards . The Training Department of
NOPI has published the standards of its apprentice training








































apDrentice qualifications, term of apprenticeship, duties
of nersons connected with the program, training conditions,
outline of the shop and related training for each trade,
and other information of interest to the apprentice.
The qualifications for apprenticeship are:
a. American citizenship.
b. Must successfully pass Civil Service examina-
tions and be accessible on Civil Service Register.
c. Age - - - Applicant, other than veteran, must
have reached his sixteenth birthday and not have
passed his twenty-second birthday on the date of
application. No age limit for veterans of World
War II.
d. Physical fitness to perform required duties.^
f
Apprenticeship Agreement . As an indication of good
intent, an Apprentice Agreemefnt is drawn up between the
apprentice and the Commanding Officer of NOPI, Although
this agreement is not legally binding on either the ap-
prentice or NOPI, it does set forth the expected relation-




The Apprentice Committee at periodic in-
tervals and when the need arises, makes recommendation to
the Commanding Officer that new apprenticeship classes be
started. After verifying the need, the Commanding Officer
requests approval of apprentice employment from the Office
of Industrial Relations.
While awaiting approval for the new class, the Recorder,

















hereinafter referred to as the
(Date of Birth)
APPRENTICE, and (if a minor)
"(Name of Parent or Guardian)
hereinafter referred to as PARENT OR GUARDIAN.
WITNESS, that the EMPLOYER agrees to employ and train, and the
APPKEK'i'ICE AGr\riS to perform the work of the traa.e or craft dili-
gently and faithfully dxiring the term of Training ^n accnrdance
with the tei-n!3 and conditions of the Training StanaArds hereto












IN WITNESS THEREOF, the
this day of
parties hereunto set their hands and seals
(Apprentice) (Employer)
(Address) (Address)
(Parent or Giiardian) (Officer of Company)
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thst atiDlications for apprentices in the desired trades
are bein^ accepted. When approval from the Office of
Industrial Relations is received, applicants are notified
that examinations will be on a given date.
A Trades Interest questionnaire is sent to each ap-
plicant prior to his reporting for examination. The
questionnaire consists of one hundred and sixty questions
or statements of apparently unrelated odd jobs a person
raie;ht come in contact with in everyday life. For each
statement, the applicant must check whether he likes, dis-
likes, or is indifferent to the job and as to whether
he is well informed, partially informed, or has no knowledge
of the job. The applicant gives this questionnaire to the
Supervisor of Apprentices upon reporting for examination.
It is then evaluated by the Supervisor of Apprentices to
gain an insij5;ht into the applicants natural interest in the
aporenticeable trades.
The formal examination is scheduled for seven hours.
The ^irst portion is a multiple-choice, four and one-half
hour exariin?;t ion which concentrates on arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry. There are one hundred and fif-
teen questions in this section.
The second portion of the examination is a multiple-
choice, two and one-half hour examination covering mechan-
ical aptitude, pattern matching, synonyms, English usage,
spelling, and history and civics.
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Results of this examination are weighted and a Civil
Service ^erister is established according to score received.
Those apnlicants receiving a score of seventy and above are
then interviewed by the examining committee. The Examining
Committee composed of the Supervisor of Apprentices and The
Board of Review bases its selections on test results, the
Trades Interest questionnaire, the application form, a physi-
cal examination, and interview impressions.
Prior to the class of May, 1950, all apprentices were
drawn from employees within the plant. Since these employees
had already been accepted for Civil Service Employment, it
was considered unfeasible to give the Civil Service examina-
tions. Being uncertain as to the best approach of selecting
apnrentices, the training supervisor contacted the Director
of Vocational Education of the Indianapolis Public School
System for aid in developing selection procedures. This
office in turn recommended and conducted selection examina-
tions for NOPI, The test battery used consisted of:
1. The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test -
Gamma Test.
2. The Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board Test.
3. The Johnson Temperament Analysis.
An individual interview by the Apprentice Committee
was used in conjunction with test scores to determine those
selected.
Related Classroom Training . The Related Classroom
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Training of the NOPI Apprentice Program receives somewhat
more weictht than that given in the great majority of ap-
prentice training programs. Total school hours required
during each apprenticeship year range from a minimum of one
hundred and sixty hours to a maximum of four hundred and
fifty-two hours, depending upon the academic ability of the
apprentice. Qcademic ability is determined by entrance ex-
amination for each course. Results of these examinations
along with an appraisal of the apprentices experience are
used to determine credit for reduction of related training^
These requirements are standardized throughout the Navy
by Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions in total number of
hours, however, the subjects taught and the distribution
of hours devoted to each are left to the discretion of the
local training officer.
For the apprentice who takes the complete course, the
NOPI related training hours are distributed for the four
year period as follows:
Subject Hours






Elementary Supervisor Appreciation 80
Total 1,808 ^°
The History and Civics course is given with the
^^Ibid .. p. 74.
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objective of creating a more civic minded citizen with the
ability to understand and appreciate governmental actions
that affect him as a government employee.
The English course is designed to improve the appren-
tice's ability to express himself correctly and effectively
in both oral and written form. Although the principles of
grammar and comoosition are taught, major emphasis is placed
on the practical aspects of the subject. Instruction in-
cludes:. (1) analyzinf? orders, directives and memoranda; (2)
briefinp: trade articles; (3) writing specifications; (4)
givinp" trade talks; (5) letter writing and penmanship; and,
(6) preparing job orders.
The Trade Theory course includes information relative
to the care, operation, and preservation of mechanical
equipment, materials and their characteristics and termin-
ology. This instruction is timed to coincide with shop
practices being taught the apprentice.
The Trade Mathematics course is held to essentials
which have application to the trade, and which are neces-
sary to the successful practice of the trade at any level
with major etiphasis placed on geometry and trigonometry.
The Trade Science course deals with applied science.
It includes knowledge essential to skilled artisans with
major enohasis placed upon mechanisms.
The Trade Drawing course objective is to give the
apprentice proficiency in the reading of all types of shop
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blueprints. The instruction includes free-hand shop
sketchinr, orthographic projection, evolution of views,
pattern layout, and isometric drawing from shop parts.
The obiective of the Supervisor Appreciation course
is to prepare the apprentice for future leadership respon-
sibilities by making him cognizant of the many facets of
modern day supervision.
Classroom instruction is held during working hours in
four well-equipned classrooms approximately fifteen by
twenty-five feet in size. Figure 7 shows a view of one of
the classrooms.
Apprentices also have access to the plant technical
library. This library is maintained primarily for the
Enprineerlne' Department, but texts and periodicals relevant
to the aonrentice' s needs are also carried. Figure B shows
s vie*// of the library.
Until 1949 related training instructors were provided
by the staff of the Engineering Department. This procedure
was found unsatisfactory from the Training Department
standpoint in that (1) the instruction tended to be incon-
sistent and disconnected due to the rapid turnover of in-
structors, and (/) it was difficult to maintain adequate
records of instruction. From the Engineering Department
point of view it was unsatisfactory due to the fact that the
engineer was often involved in apprentice instruction when











































In order to improve this situation, NOPI in 19A-9
entered an agreement with the Indianapolis Public School
Board and the Veterans Administration whereby the School
Boprd furnishes NOPI with two accredited high school
teachers to teach related trade subjects. This arrange-
ment was possible due to the fact that all apprentices at
that time were veterans and were taking apprentice train-
ing under Public Law 346, the GI Bill,
An advantage to the apprentice of this system was
that if he attained suitable proficiency in the related
training subjects, he was given high school credit and
urion completion of apprentice training was given a diploma
from Emmerich Manual Training High School of Indianapolis,
Indiana, provided he did not already possess a high school
diploma.
Shop Training , Shop Training is the training given
the apprentice on the job. It is training through doing;
the actual operation of machinery and equipment under the
supervision of a journeyman instructor.
Shop Training makes up the major portion of the ap-
prentice curriculum. The balancing of work experience and
caliber of shon instruction are key factors in the quality
of the aDorentice propram.
The Apprentice Committee in setting up the program
in 1946, charged the department heads most closely associ-
ated v/ith the apprenticeable trades with the responsibility
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for the formulation of shop training syllabi. For example,
the master of the tool division formulated the toolmaker
shop svllabus; the master of the machine division formulated
the machinist syllabus, etc.
The determination of the types of work training to be
, piven and the number of hours in each phase is a difficult
problem. It is in the final analysis a compromise between
general practices in other industries, the basic require-
ments of the craft, and the specific needs of the plant.
Since several of the crafts are results of the more
recent technological developments, determination of a well-
rounded course of instruction was evolved through trial and
error. An exanple of this is the following comparison of
the Electronic Mechanic syllabus for the years 194S and 1952.
Phase of Training 194^ 19^2





Methods 320 - 2^0
Production liason 230 . 400
Production desicn 300
Maintenance and production 400
Calibration unit 904
Test Devices 400





The Training, Center mentione'd in the foregoing syllabus
JLs a common requirement for all apprentices regardless of
craft. The Training Department has a vestibute Training
Shop equipped with some fifty or sixty production type ma-
chines. Included in the shop are engine lathes, turret
lathes, milling machines, drill presses, grinding machines
and other types of equipment found on the main production
floor. By giving all apprentices an introduction to the ma-
chines at this stage they can more easily adjust themselves
to the work when they go to the operating departments. The
vestibule shoD is also utilized for training machine operators
and helps justify its existence by producing less complex
items that would otherwise be produced by the machine di-
vision. A view of the vestibule training shop is shown in
Figure 9.
Instructors for shop training are drawn from the more
experienced journeymen. Before instructing they are given
a thirty hour instructor's training course. This course
includes methods of instruction, teaching techniques, prac-
tice teaching, instruction steps, job analysis and prepara-
tion of instructional material.
Wages . The apprentices at NOPI are employed at a com-
mon wafre regardless of the craft to which they are appren-
ticed. At the end of each years apprenticeship there is a
uniform increase in pay. The current pay scale for appren-




























Mechanic is as follows:
Period • Amount





When the program was established in 19^6 the pay
scale was as follows:
Period . Amount
First Year $ 0.76




Apprentice wages are compared to the Electronic
Mechanics* minimun wage since their wage represents the
median wage of the crafts apprenticed.
Performance Rating . In order to evaluate the progress
of the apprentice in his shop training, the general "per-
formance rating" sheet for all Navy civilian employees is
utilized. The present form, in use since 1951 i is shown
in Figure 10, The worker is adjudged outstanding, satisfac-
tory, or unsatisfactory on the following three factors:
equality of work, quantity of work and adaptability. For an








receive "outstanding" on all three factors and have this
ratlnF, backed up by a written letter explaining why the
person is outstanding. A mark of "unsatisfactory" on any
of the three factors is termed an' unsatisfactory report and
must similarly be supported in writing. For a rating of
satisfactory, no letter is required.
Prior to the present form, the rating sheet shown in
FiCTire 11 was used. This was a form used specifically for
apprentices. This form was divided into five sections.
The evaluation of shop performance was made on the basis
of ten elements which were rated in five degrees from ex-
cellent to unsatisfactory. Numerical weights were printed
on the form for each degree with twenty points for excel-
lent, eip:hteen for very good> sixteen for good, etc. In
perusing records of the period 194^ to 1951 (period in which
this form was used) it was noted that practically all reports
were checked predominantly in the twenty column with occa-
sional checks in the eighteen colunm.
Other sections of the form gave a record of the shop
traininp: completed, current related training evaluation,
hours worked, and pertinent remarks.
The form used from 1946 to 194^ is shown in Figure 12
and is a i^eneral emrloyee rating sheet. It was based upon
the following four factors: knowledge of work, quantity of
work, quality of work, and adaptability. Degrees of per-








EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY RATING SHEET
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by a weighting system that could not be determined by the
writer, since information of that type was discarded with
the innovation of succeeding rating systems.
Apprentice Training Records . Two types of permanent
apprentice training records, namely the "Training Schedule
and Progress Record" and the "Apprentice School and Shop
Accumulative Record," are maintained by the supervisor of
apprentices.
The "Training Schedule and Progress Record" is shown
in Figure 13. This is a record of hours per month spent
in each element as outlined in the shop training syllabus.
Figure 14 shows the "Apprentice School and Shop Accumu-
lative Record". It is a quarterly record of classroom and
shop nerformance marks with a cumulative record of school
and shop hours.
Completion Certificate . Upon completion of his train-
ing, the NOPI apprentice is given the standard Department
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AN APPRAISAL OF THE APPRENTICE TRAINING PROGRAM,
NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Thesis Objective
The objective of this study was to: (1) describe the
phases of the NOPI Apprentice Training Program, (2) describe
the evolution of the unique procedures, and (3) compare
apprentice training methods of the Plant with generally-
accepted practices in industry,^
Apprentice training in American industry has received
a new emphasis since the end of World vVar II, This emphasis
is also apparent in the industrial activities of the United
States Navv. With the technological advances of the past
two decades the Navy has found it necessary to establish
development and manufacturing activities to provide the
complex ordnance and fire control equipment demanded by
modern warfare. To supply these new activities with a con-
tinuing source of skilled labor the Navy has instituted
apprentice training programs.
The Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana, is
one o^ the Naval industrial activities that has instituted
an apprentice training program since World War II, This
program has received state-wide acclaim from those engaged
in the field of apprentice training. This study was under-
taken with the assumption that a description of a success-
ful apprentice training program development would be of
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value to other activities, both Naval and civilian, in-
terested in setting up or appraising an apprentice training
program.
Thesis Criteria
The ma.iority of the material upon which this investi-
gation is based was obtained at the Naval Ordnance Plant,
Study of the training files, conferences with the training
Director, Supervisor of Apprentices, members of the Board
of Review, and personal observation of apprentice selection
and instruction techniques resulted in a thorough coverage
of the training program operations.
The information gathered and the procedures observed
were then compared with the criteria of generally accepted
practices in the field of apprentice training. Conferences
with the Head of Civilian Training, United States Navy; the
Indiana representative of the Bureau of Apprenticeship; of-
ficials of the Washington office. Bureau of Apprenticeship;
the Director of Vocational Education for the state of In-
diana; and the surveys and publications of various authori-
ties on industrial training and vocational education were
utilized as the basis for comparison.
Discussion
The Apprentice Board of Review . The Apprentice Board
of Review of NOPI differs from the ordinary apprentice
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training committee in respect to representation. Whereas
the majority of industries have a joint management-labor
representation, the NOPI committee is composed of manage-
ment renresentatives only. However, it is felt that the
best interests of the program are served inasmuch as the
Executive Officer represents management, the Training Of-
ficer represents education and the Masters of the various
production divisions represent the needs of the trade.
Inspection of the minutes of the committee meetings
over the years reveal that participation by the committee
members was reasonably balanced; however, suggestions of
the conmittee raenbers were not always followed-up. It
would appear that a consistent system for introducing pro-
gram changes would better serve the committee* s function.
Supervisor of Apprentices . Mays has commented that:
"Where careful supervision of apprentice training is not
provided and where the learning oa the job is haphazard and
unplanned, there is likely to develop in the apprentice
11
much discouragement and frustration." Patterson and -
Hedges stated that: "This man (Jhe apprentice supervisor]
can serve to rally all elements within the plant to bring
1?
cohesion and teamwork to the project." '
Arthur B. Mays, Essentials of Industrial Education,




William F. Patterson and M. H. Hedges, Educating
for Industry
.
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 19^6) , p. 91.
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From these statements and from the practices of other
prominent aD'nrentice prop;rams, it may be seen that the
position of apprentice supervisor is a key to the success
of the apprentice program. Qualifications for apprentice
supervisor have been outlined by Patterson and Hedges. -^
The apprentice supervisor should: (1) have completed a
bona fide apprenticeship, (2) have professional familiarity
with modern educational theory and practice, (3) have or-
ganizational ability, (A-) have experience in dealing with
youth, (5) have experience in a trade, and (6) have experi-
ence as a vocational school coordinator or instructor on
apprenticeship matters.
The present NOPI Supervisor of Apprentices meets the
majority of the above qualifications. He has held the po-
sition of supervisor since the inception of the program
and much of the program success can be attributed to him.
Program Standards . The Standards of an apprentice
program set forth the rules, regulations, course outlines,
and procedures that will be followed. It is the appren-
tices guide to his course of instruction and should be made
readily available to him. NOPI has published their appren-
tice standards in a mimeographed, bound booklet, A copy is
given to each new apprentice. This practice is fairly uni-
form throu^rhout the majority of programs, since in this
manner the apprentice's position in the organization is




Cancellation . Cancellation is the term used to refer
to the dissolution of an apprentice's training whether due
to company action or the apprentices action. Cancellations
are a topic dealt with by most authors of apprentice train-
ing and vocational education texts. One author expressed
the problem as follows: "The cost to industry of the ap-
prentice who does not complete his training is a matter of
serious concern. 'Vhen it is realized that cancellation
rates in some cases run as high as 50 percent, it becomes
clear how difficult it is to justify the cost of an appren-
tice propram by some industrial plants. It is probable
that such huge percentages of cancellation of contracts
can be reduced by better organized and managed programs and
by more careful selection of trainees,"^
The wide spread concern toward cancellations of those
engaged in the field of apprentice training led the Bureau
of Apprenticeship in 1950 to make an analysis of the Tennes-
see Valley Authority apprenticeship program, "This analy-
sis of cancellations which occurred during a 12-year period
from one apprenticeship program attempts to measure their
extent, their effect upon the apprenticeship program, to
offer explanations for their occurrence, and to determine
whether it would be reasonable to conclude that improved
Arthur B. Mays, Essentials of Industrial Education,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1952), p. 60,
J
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selection would have averted a significant number."^
The TVA apprenticeship program was chosen for analysis
due to the fact that for the ten year period 1936 to 1945,
the program averaged only thirty-seven percent cancellations
while the national average was approximately fifty percent.
"The cancellation rate [of TVjl was considerably lower dur-
ing peace-time years than during World War II. Only 15
percent of the apprentices who commenced training during
the period 1936-1939 failed to complete, as opposed to 44
percent for the war years 1940 1945. Cancellations for
the post-war apprentices who commenced training in 1946,
1947, and 194^ cannot be computed until four years after
the date of hiring, but indications are that when computed
these rates will fall close to the pre-war rates."
While possibly not of statistical importance, it is
nevertheless interesting to note NOPI*s record of appren-
tice cancellations. Of one hundred and two apprentices
employed since December 1946, there have been only five can-
cellations. . Of the three apprentice groups who have com-
pleted aporentice training, only one of the forty-eight
men failed to praduate. The reason for the recent increase
in cancellations is probably due to the required military
"'Cancellations from the Tennessee Valley Authority
Apprenticeshir Prof^ram
. 1936-1948, (Washington, D. C:








service for the newer non-veteran apprentices. Stated in
terms of a percentap;e figure, the NOPI apprentice program
has experienced a 2,0^ percent cancellation rate.
Selection . In November 1941 the Bureau of Apprentice-
ship made a survey of the apprentice selection techniqi'es
of twenty-one companies. Analysis of the methods used led
them to conclude that a good selection procedure would
probably include the following steps:
1. Application form may require:
a. Minimum age - 16 to 1^,
b. Minimum education - grammar school,
c. Submission of transcript of school
grades and character references,
2. Tests - mental ability, mechanical apti-
tude, mathematical ability,
3. Interview - scientific standards for
judgment,
4. Physical examination. 1"^
The NOPI selection method follows very closely the
above recomnended procedure with the exception of minimum
education requirements. There are no minimum education
requirements since success on the test battery gives an
indication of educational achievement.
The present selection requirements have been an evolve-
ment over a period of years. At various times the Board
of Review has considered marital status, military service,
desire for training, age, education, and other factors but
the present' requirements are considered optimum in view of
17
M. A. Lenk, Methods of Selecting Apprentices ,
(Washington, D. C: U. S. Department of Labor, Apprentice-




Althoup-h no report on the validity and reliability of
the selection tests was available, it may be deduced that
they are an effective selection aid, inasmuch as no appren-
tices have been discharged to date for inability to perform
their duties. This is true in spite of the high quality
standards demanded by Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions,
Althouf'h it is beyond the authority of NOPI, it would
appear that a reduction in length of the examination could
be made without interfering with its effectiveness. Seven
hours seems to be an excessive length of time for examination,
A study of the individual test questions might well reveal
a smaller portion of the questions that are sufficiently
discriminating for selection purposes.
Related Classroom Training . Kahler and Hamburger in
sumrainp- un their findings on related classroom training
stated that:
Almost all apprentice standards formulated under
the Fitzgerald Act provide for a minimum of 144 hours
a year, or about 4 hours a week on the basis of a
3^-week school year, to be spent in school, A few
standards require 200 hours, while others suggest
that school attendance be required only in the first
three years of apprenticeship.!^
They further stated that:
The subjects currently taught fall into two main
categories. One is fairly general, comprising blue-
print r*eadine, drafting, shop mathematics, and safety
Id
Alfred Kahler and Ernest Hamburger, Education for an
Industrial Age
,




rep;ulations, business English (correspondence, minutes
of meetinp-s, and reports on job progress). In the
other group, the subjects are more closely related to
the trade and are planned separately for each occupa-
tion. ^9
Whereas the maximum required hours per year of related
training noted above was 200 hours, the NOPI program consists
of 45^ hours per year. Further, the NOPI program includes
both catef^ories of subjects. This increase in related
training has reduced the number of shop hours required,
which has resulted in net required hours for apprentice
traininfT of 74^^ hours as compared to the dOOO hours minimum
of the majority of other programs. This means some 500
less shop training hours required to obtain a journeyman.
One weakness observed in the related classroom train-
in?' was the lack of standardized instruction from one class
to the next. This situation arose due to occasional changes
in the teaching staff. To correct this, the training
supervisor is now preparing detailed teaching outlines to
insure th?5t the subject material taught will be consistent
with the designed program objectives.
A problem that is now facing the program is the change
in status of the apprentice. Until the present time, the
majority of apprentices have been veterans of World War II
and the cost of classroom instructors has been borne by







fewer veterans are now being apprenticed so in the near
future new methods of financing the related training pro-
gram will have to be found. It is hoped that arrangements
can be made with the Indianapolis School Board utilizing
provisions of the Smith-Hughes and George""-Barton Acts, If
this alternative is found to be unfeasible, the apprentices
can be enrolled in one of the Indianapolis vocational high
schools.
Shop Training . Kahler and Hamburger state that:
One of the main problems in establishing the
scope of an apprenticeable trade and the length of
the period of training is the choice of the number
and kinds of onerations and processes to be included
and their arrangement in working schedules. Every
apprenticeship program has a more or less elaborate
working schedule, indicating the subjects which must
be covered in shop practice and the time to be spent
on each. Study of a number of apprentice standards,
however, reveals that the working schedules differ
not only among the trades but also substantially with-
in the individual trades, and they differ not so much
in respect to the subjects covered as in the time dis-
tribution and sometimes even in the length of the
whole term of apprenticeship.^^
The shop training schedule of the NOPI apprentice
program stands at one extreme of the problem stated above.
Whereas the majority of apprentice programs devote approxi-
mately ^000 hours to the trades apprenticed at NOPI, the
NOPI progran averages about 5700 hours. Figure 15 shows
the NOPI distribution of hours for the trade of machinist as
compared to several other apprentice programs in the vicinity










nopT PL^NT a' PL^^^T b' PLANT C*
TRMNING CENTER 4 8
TOOL CRIB 1 2 4 1 4 4 30
DRILL PRESS 2 8 1 4 4 2 5
LATHE 8 O 10 4 4- MOO Z
MILLING MACHINE 4 7 2 2 4 2
GR\ND\NCi MACmNE 9 2 3 6 150 15
HEAT TREAT 2 2 8 8 3
PLATING 1 Z 1 4 4
IVIACHINE REPAIR AND BENCH WORK 3 6 O 16 5 6 2 20 2
ASSEMBLY 4 00
TOOL ROOM 6 7 6
INSPECTION 3 2 4 5
PRODUCTION CONTROL 60
SPECIALRED AND OTHER WORK Z 2 5 O
—
TOTAL HOURS 5 6 8 7 2 8000 8000
' NOPI - NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
.
^ PLI^MT A - A MANUFACTURER OF F^RM MACHIMERY.
^ PLANT B - A MANUFACTURER OF DOMESTIC REFRIGERATION EQU\PMENT.
^ PLANT C - A MANUFACTURER OF MET^L CONTAINERS.
FIGURE 15
COMPARISON OF MACHINIST APPRENTICE SHOP TRAINING HOURS
OF SEVERAL INDUSTRIES IN THE VICINITY OF INDIANA
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of Indiana. Fron the variation in hours for the various
processes it can be seen that there is no set pattern for
trade training. Training officials at NOPI feel that 5700
hours is sufficient shop training due to the preparation
the apprentice receives in the vestibule training center
and in the related classroom instruction. Another factor
is the instructor training course. It is felt that the ap-
prentice learns faster under an instructor who has been
taught standardi-^ied teaching techniques and who has been
shown the apprentice training needs.
Wages
. The wages offered the NOPI apprentice as com-
pared to the minimum journeyman wage are compared for the







First year 52 % 64 $
Second year 61 70
Third year 69 76
Fourth year 77 S4
The Bureau of Apprenticeship, in regard to wages, has
stated in its standards that a program should have provi-
sions for "a proeressively increasing schedule of wages to
be paid the apprentice which, as a minimum, should average
over the period of apprenticeship, approximately fifty per-
21
cent of the rate paid journeymen during that period."
,
21
The National Apprenticeship Program , 1952,
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It may be noted that the wages in 1946 for NOPI appren-
tices averar,ed approximately sixty-five percent of the
journeyman's wap;e which is well above the recommended mini-
mum of fifty percent. Today the average is approximately
seventyrthree percent. In spite of this high average, the
one cancellation in the NOPI program prior to 1950 was by
an apprentice who had been offered a wage increase of
|2,000.00 per year as a toolmaker apprentice in another
plant.
This situation arises due to the manner in which the
wage scale for federal employees is determined. Periodi-
cally, a wape survey of the Indianapolis area is made. The
NOPI v/ace scale is then based on an average of the results
of this survey. This means that many industries in the
area pay much higher wages than NOPI, and therefore NOPI
cannot co-^pete with them. The seventy-three percent aver-
age wage of the NOPI apprentice is an effort to place him
in an equitable position with other apprentices in the area
without upsettinpr the plant pay structure.
Apprentice Rating Forms , The present rating form used
by NOPI to evaluate the apprentice violates practically all
22 23
of the factors enumerated by Tiffin, Jucius and
(Washington D.C.: U. S, Department of Labor, Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship, 195?), p. 2.
^^Joseph Tiffin, Industrial Psychology . Third Edition,
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. : 1952 ) , pp. 315-3 59.
Michael J. Jucius, Personnel Management
.
(Chicago:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1951) pp. 237-261,
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other writers as constituting a good merit rating form,
Amon? these factors are:
1. Does the information acquired from the rating form
meet the objectives of the program?
2. Are the items selected for rating most likely to
accurately describe the persons performance?
3. Are the various items arranged in a manner to re-
quire individual attention from the rater? That
is, do they encourage rating all the items the same
due. to their physical arrangement.
4. Do the raters have a complete understanding of the
various items to be rated?
5. Do the persons being rated accept the form as ac-
curately portraying their performance?
There are other factors, but the ones mentioned serve
to noint out the fact that the present form does not give
an accurate Dicture of the apprentice's learning rate, his
performance as a learner, or the places where he needs con-
centrated help.
In random queries through the Naval Ordnance Plant,
the writer found not one employee who felt that the form
accurately portrsyed their performance. The common com-
plaint was that the form tended to rate everyone "satisfac-
tory" due to the extra effort involved in rating a worker
"outstanding" or "unsatisfactory." The below-average em-
ployee receives the same rating as the above-average employee
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which tends to develop a "why try" attitude among the
better employees. If the form does not give an evaluation
of the ordinary employee, it certainly cannot answer the
more nrecise information needed to evaluate the shop per-
formance of the apprentice. If regular merit rating forms
are to be used for evaluating the apprentice's shop training,
the form first used in 1946 (see Figure 12) certainly gives
the most accurate, discriminating picture of where the ap-
prentice stands.
Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions do not restrict
the Training: DeDartment from using its own methods for
evaluating the progress of apprentices. The primary reason
for evaluating an apprentice* s shop training is to deter-
mine if he has acquired the skill necessary to master a
particular phase of the program. It would appear that a
practical problem, encompassing as many aspects as possible,
given at the end of each phase of training would be the
most objective approach to rating the apprentices degree of
learning. Although admittedly an ambitious project, if a-
uniform testing procedure were developed for all the phases
of shop training, the apprentices training record would
show the individuals weak and strong points for use in de-
termining further training, future evaluation, promotion,
or special assignment.
Apprentice Training Records . The permanent apprentice
records maintained by the Supervisor of Apprentices were
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shown in Fif^ures 13 and 14, These forms are issued by the
Office of Industrial Relations for the tabulation of infor-
mation required by that office,
Yoder has stated that records have three principal
uses:
They are essential for day-to-day operations,
for transfers, promotions, recruitment, and many other
functions, Thev provide the material upon which
periodic review and appraisal of the industrial rela-
tions proF,ram must depend. And, finally, they facili-
tate research on many personnel functions and ac-
tivities. 24
The apprentice traininp^ program, as an integral part
of the "industrial relations program, should likewise main-
tain adequate records to satisfy all of the requirements
stated above. The present apprentice records of NOPI do
not do this. As a result, information that would have been
of value in evaluating the program and promoting the indi-
viduals has not been recorded. For example, the selection
test battery scores of the first classes are not recorded.
Too, the various methods of recording related training and
shon training grades over the years resists comparative
evaluation.
It would apnear that information pertinent to the
aDorentice program would serve best if recorded in a con-
cise set of apprentice records. These records would
^Dale Yoder, Personnel Management and Industrial
Relations
.







3. Record of related training.
4. Record of shop training.
5. Training completion data.
Identification data would consist of those items such
as name, clock number, age, trade in which apprenticed,
address, and so on.
Selection data would show information considered in
the selection process. This would include record of schools
attended, grades received in relevant courses, such as al-
p;ebra, geometry, and physics, selection test battery results,
and trade interest questionnaire results.
The record of related training would give the final
mark received for each phase of related training. It would
also show entrance examination results and reason for
granting course credit if attendance was not required.
Record of shop training would be similar to the present
fom with an additional column for the phase or element
grade proDosed in the discussion of Performance Ratings.
It would also show grants of credit for apprentice training
received elsewhere.
Completion data would show dates of promotion through
the various classes and date of award of "Certificate of
AiDprenticeship". If training was not completed, reason for
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discharpe or withdrawal would be shown.
While only a proposal, information of this type would
serve to (1) provide information for compilation of train-
ing statistics, (2) aid in determining merit for promotion





In comment inp; on modern day apprenticeship, Mays
stated that: "The chief characteristic of the new appren-
ticeship is its recognition of (1) the ne'cessity of coopera-
tion a-nong the three essential elements, namely, education,
labor, and employment, and (2) the importance of intelli-
gent supervision of all apprenticeship enterprises." ^
In appraising the apprentice training program of the
Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana, it may be con-
cluded that its success is due to the balancing of the ele-
ments listed above. Management has provided the facilities
and Dolicy conducive to good training. The related class-
room instruction assumes an equitable position in giving
the apprentice the necessary knowledge for his craft. The
shoo training syllabus provides him with the manual skills
necessary for journeyman status,
Weaknesses were noted, especially in the maintenance
of periTianent apprentice records, but in every case the
Training Department was in the process of strengthening them.
In terms of the criteria used, NOPI has a well planned
and smoothly operated apprentice program. For industrial
activities of similar size, the practices of this plant
2 5
^Arthur B. Mays, Essentials of Industri al Education,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1^52) pT 56.
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might readily be adapted. Considering the announced
three-fold objective of developing highly skilled artisans,
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